
LE-300 Wind Turbine

Whether you need a turbine for battery charging or grid connection, we have a solution for you.

At Leading Edge Turbines, we produce the most cost effective,

reliable and low maintenance wind turbines on the market.

● "Protect and maintain your marine batteries whilst

you are away from your vessel

● Provide power for marine     live-aboard  applications

● "Reduce and eliminate mains induced electrolysis

on your vessel

● Extend your cruising range!

Designed and manufactured in the UK, our precision

engineering is relied upon worldwide.

Our wind turbines are the quietest on the market. Our most

popular wind generator, the LE-300 features Whispower

blades that produce low acoustic emissions from the

advanced aerofoil blade design.

Equipped to withstand the corrosive marine environment,

stainless steel and aluminium alloy is used with sealed for life

bearings.

High output

85W at 8m/s (17.8mph), 300W max

"Quiet

“Quieter than any I have heard”, Sailing Today

""Lowest cost to watt ratio

Highest output for lowest cost

Rugged

Withstands the harsh marine environment and  extreme wind

conditions

Light

Weighs just 6.5Kg

"Piece of mind

5 year warranty

The best value wind charger
As well as having the lowest cost per watt over a range of speeds, the LE-300’s quiet

operation, durability and 6Kg weight make it the best choice.

"Wind turbine buyer’s guide, Practical Boat Owner, March 2013



Local Renewable Power Worldwide

Customised solution to your requirements

The team behind Leading Edge has been designing,

manufacturing and installing wind turbines for the

past 12 years. As a result we have an enviable level

of knowledge and expertise.

We have in-house expertise to design, specify and supply

marine systems, utilising a range of power sources customised

to your specific requirements. Working with our clients, we can

engineer the best choice of system components - wind turbine,

solar panels, generator, battery banks and control gear. These

can all be supplied pre-configured so you can have total

confidence in your solution.

LE-v50 Wind Turbine

LE-v150 Wind Turbine
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Output

24W at 8m/s (17.8mph),

200W max

Silent operation

Absolutely no noise as the turbine

operates

Lightweight

Weights just 13Kg DC

Small and compact

Easy to install in places where

space is limited

Indestructable

Designed to survive Antarctic

winds

Safe

Bird and bat safe DC

Output

12W at 8m/s (17.8mph), 70W max

Silent operation

Absolutely no noise as the turbine

operates

Compact and lightweight

Can be installed in a variety of

positions with ease DC

Cross flow ventilated rotor

Far higher output than similar

vertical axis turbines

Robust design

Proven in the severest

environment - the Antarctic

Marine quality finish

Delivers lasting performance

LE-300 Marine hybrid
                     package

DL-300 Diversion charge

controller

Diverts excess power to a dump

load when your batteries are full.

3m Marine mount kit

Two 30W peak Mono-crystalline

PV panels

8A PV Charge controller

Add solar PVs to provide

energy when the wind does no    t

blow - :!

LE-300 wind turbine

12V or 24V versions

Run Stop switch

Allows the turbine to be safely

braked and electrically isolated

from the circuit.


